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Adam Machanic sp_WhoIsActive http://bit.ly/sp_WhoIsActive If you aren't using this, then you should be! Actually who is NOT using this?

Andy Mallon Shortcuts Cheat Sheet http://bit.ly/ssmsshortcuts Don't waste time, use these SSMS and Windows shortcuts instead.

Brent Ozar Unlimited Paste The Plan http://bit.ly/pastetheplan Need to share execution plans quickly and easily? They've got you covered!

sp_Blitz http://bit.ly/BOUblitz Fast, easy, and free health check on your SQL Server.

sp_BlitzCache http://bit.ly/BOUblitzcache Need to evaluate your plan cache? Trying to find your badly performing plans? This can show you.

sp_BlitzFirst http://bit.ly/BOUblitzfirst Got SQL Server problems and don't know where to start? Run this (sp_blitz)first!

sp_BlitzIndex http://bit.ly/BOUblitzindex Quote from site: "If you’ve ever struggled with index tuning, this may sound crazy good. We think it really is."

Daniel Janik How's My Plan http://bit.ly/howsmyplan Upload your plan and it will point out potential problems!

dbatools dbatools http://bit.ly/dbatools Migrations: check. Best practices: check. Kitchen sink: coming soon!

Glenn Berry SQL Server Diagnostic Information Queries http://bit.ly/DMVQueriesSep2017 Run these and you'd know your SQL Server very well. There is also Pluralsight courses on these. (Sep 2017 version)

Greg Low SDU Tools http://sqldownunder.com/resources/sdutools Free tools for comparing databases, tables, finding unused indexes, manipulating strings,... plus YouTube tutorial videos!

Kenneth Fisher sp_SrvPermissions http://bit.ly/sp_srvpermissions Server permissions required? Here you go!

sp_DBpermissions http://bit.ly/spdbpermissions You want database permissions too? Not a problem.

Kimberly Tripp sp_SQLskills_helpindex http://bit.ly/sphelpindex sp_helpindex is good but sp_SQLskills_helpindex is so much better!

sp_SQLskills_CheckPlanCache http://bit.ly/sp_SQLskills_CheckPlanCache Have you even looked at your Plan Cache? Read the blog post that goes with this too.

Mike Fal PowerShell Toolbox http://bit.ly/PowerShellToolbox Mike Fal has created a SQL Server related PowerShell toolbox and sharing it with you.

Niko Neugebauer Columnstore Indexes Scripts Library http://bit.ly/ColumnstoreISL Think you know Columnstore Indexes? Niko does! Use his scripts for info on the ones that you have.

Paul Randal Wait Statistics (please, tell me where it hurts) http://bit.ly/2oMjbi0 Have a performance problem but don't know where to start? Check out what SQL Server is waiting on.

Waits Library http://bit.ly/waitlibrary Got Waits? Don't know what they mean? Better call Paul!

Raul Gonzalez sqlg_securityAuditServerLogins http://bit.ly/sqlg_securityAuditServerLogins Want to know who has access? What User they are mapped to? SQLDoubleG has your back.

sqlg_ExtendedEventFileReader http://bit.ly/sqlg_ExtendedEventFileReader Have an Extended Event file? Want to read it in SSMS? SQLDoubleG takes care of this for you.
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